Eastern Technical High School
Traffic Pattern for Morning Arrival
1. The North Entrance from Mace Avenue to the front of school is closed for morning
arrival. Only buses and faculty members may use this entrance for morning arrival.
2. Student drivers and parents dropping off students should use the South Entrance only.
Do not drop off students prior to being in the Drop Off Zone located between the
cafeteria and the rear of the school. Dropping off students prior to the Drop Off Zone
will cause traffic to back up on Mace Avenue.
3. Once students have exited the vehicle, parents wishing to leave school grounds should
follow the left lane through the side parking lot to the Mace Avenue exit. Buses should
be given the right- of- way when exiting the parking lot. Please yield to any students
who are walking from the student parking lot. Student drivers should stay to the right
through the side parking lot to enter the student parking lot.
4. IMPORTANT! Please refrain from turning left into Spencer Terrace from South Bound
Mace Avenue during morning arrival. This causes traffic to back up on South Bound
Mace Avenue creating a dangerous situation. In addition, please do not turn into
Spencer Terrace and then make a U-Turn to go Northbound on Mace Ave. Students
dropped off on Spencer Terrace must then cross Mace Avenue exposing those students
to possible harm. Using the correct drop off procedures is the safest way for your child
to arrive at school.
5. IMPORTANT! Please refrain from turning right from Northbound Mace Ave. into
Spencer Terrace and then making a U-Turn on Spencer Terrace to drop off students.
This causes traffic to back up on Northbound Mace Avenue also creating a dangerous
situation. Students dropped off on Spencer Terrace must then cross Mace Avenue
exposing those students to possible harm. Using the correct drop off procedures is the
safest way for your child to arrive at school. Both contribute to the generally
congested traffic in front of school and result in students and drivers being exposed to
the risk of accidents. Again, using the correct drop off procedures is the safest way for
your child to arrive at school. As members of the Eastern Tech. school community, we
ask that you assist us in keeping your child safe by using the correct drop off
procedures.
6. If it is necessary to drop students off across Mace Avenue from the school, those
students should use the designated crosswalk at the South Entrance to cross Mace Ave.
7. Please follow the directions of any staff member who is working the traffic detail. They
are there for the safety of our students.

